
OVA7000

Options and Accessories
Modern Water’s on-line metal monitor, the OVA7000 can be fitted 
with a variety of options for pre-treatment and sampling to enable 
accurate analysis of most types of water. The optional top box IPC 
touch screen enables easy control of the instrument in industrial 
environments.

Why do we need to pre-treat samples?

All methods of metals analysis can be affected by organic and 
inorganic compounds that cause interference. In laboratory methods 
there is often a pre-treatment method that is required to ensure 
accurate and stable results. 

The challenge in online monitoring is to ensure that a pretreatment 
method performs adequately so that comparisons can be made with 
laboratory methods.

Organic molecules can chelate around the metal ions, making them 
unavailable for measurement. These molecules need to be destroyed 
to release the metals ions so these can be measured. 

Inorganic molecules and other metals in the sample may affect the 
analysis of the target metals. Correct sample preparation including 
the addition of selected reagents is needed to prepare the sample 
for analysis.

The metal can be present in the sample as either dissolved form, or 
adsorbed onto particles. To get a total metals content the adsorbed 
metals need to be dissolved back into the water, which is usually 
done with acid.

Options available
 Pre-treatment cell (Acid  

 digest cell)
 UV pre-treatment
 External pump and filter
 Top box IPC touch screen



Pre-treatment cell (Acid digest cell)
Trace metals in water samples can be dissolved or adsorbed 
to suspended solids. Dissolved metals can be detected 
directly in the electrode cell but in order to detect the 
total metals, Modern Water can provide an acid digest/
pretreatment cell. The acid will extract metals adsorbed 
onto suspended material into the sample so it is available for 
detection. The OVA can be set up to do dissolved and total 
metal on the same sample.

The Pre-treatment cell can be used to treat inorganic interferences 
that may affect the analysis. If the interferences are significant the 
pre-treatment cell is required so that the sample can be either 
diluted (often very effective with inorganic interferences) or 
digested with acid or an oxidising agent.

Acid addition may be required to stabilise the sample in 
cer tain industrial processes, or release the metals from waste 
water treatment compounds.

100ml PTFE cell, with drain, overflow and sealed lid

3 pumps and lines for the sample stream, drain, acid or digest reagent

Addition reagent lines and sample stream lines can be added if required

SPECIFICATIONS

UV pre-treatment
Organic molecules can foul the measuring electrodes or complex 
the metal ions, thus making them unavailable for measurement, or 
reducing the response. Modern Water’s UV digester is very effective 
at destroying organic molecules and releasing the metals ions so 
these can be measured. 
The UV digest system samples from the pre-treatment cell, so both 
acid digestion and organic destruction can be done at the same time.
Typically drinking water and groundwater have a low organic load 
and do not require UV pretreatment. For wastewater and surface 
water samples Modern Water recommends that a water sample is 
tested.
Water samples can be sent to Modern Water for analysis, we will 
determine if the sample can be analysed and advise what is the best 
pre-treatment option. 

The sample is cycled from the pre-treatment cell (above) through the UV reactor

UV reactor, either a FEP or quartz glass coil spiral around the UV lamp

UV lamp: 11 Watt, 254nm/ 185nm ozone producing

Additional pump for the UV cycle

SPECIFICATIONS



External filter
Modern Water’s External Filter and Pump has a course filter, 120µm, 
which removes all large particles that are likely to cause blockages in the 
OVA’s tubing and cells. The finer particles of suspended material will pass 
through the filter and can then be digested in the pre-treatment cell, to 
give a total metals content.

The external filter can take a sample from a sample point up to 30 
metres from the OVA and is often used in river water and industrial 
applications.

The External Filter has a catch-pot with a manual sampling point enabling spot 
sampling for laboratory checks of the sample presented to the analyser.

The filter can be set to clean itself to remove solids deposited onto the filter 
element which would eventually starve the analyser of sample. This is done 
with a back flush that can be programmed into the sampling procedure. 

Filter system - PEP grooved disc filter. Easy to clean,, corrosion and pressure resistant

120µ filter pore size

Sample line length - 30m

Sample line height - 5m

Self-cleaning using a back-flush program

Manual sample point on catch-pot

SPECIFICATIONS

Top box IPC touch screen
The OVA has a built-in Industrial PC (IPC), which can be monitored and 
operated via several means of communication. The standard configuration 
includes USB ports for connection of conventional monitor and keyboard, 
and LAN and WiFi for either direct laptop connection or remote access.  

The Top Box option with touch screen is an alternative to the conventional 
monitor and keyboard.  The top box, with its touch screen, makes 
maintenance and troubleshooting easier and gives operators easy access 
to the results. It has an IP65 rating which makes it suitable for most industrial 
applications.

The Top Box can also be mounted at the side of the unit, but this needs to be 
specified at time of order. 

15 inch touch screen

Resolution 1024 x 768

IP65

SPECIFICATIONS
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